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Agreement with
Joseph Murray

Newark NJ. July 13 1875
The firm of Edison and Murray Telegraph instrument
makers of 10 and 12 Ward Street Newark NJ. is this day Dissolved by mutual consent. T A Edison will settle all accounts
of the firm.1
Thos. A. Edison
J. T Murray
Witness, Chas. Batchelor
DS, NjWOE, DF (TAEM 13:560). Written by Edison,
i. See Doc. 594.
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Agreement with
Joseph Murray

Newark NJ July isth. 1875
For and in consideration of the sum of one dollar the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged I do hereby sell transfer and convey to Thos A Edison of Newark N J all my right
tide and intrest, in all moneies due the firm of Edison and
Murray from the Domestic Telegraph Co. and Automatic
Telegraph Company of Newark York1
And I do hereby authorize the said Go's to pay the same to
said Edison.
J. T Murray
Witness, Chas. Batchelor
DS, NjWOE, DF (TAEM 13:561). Written by Edison.
i. These would have been accounts outstanding for instruments
manufactured by Edison and Murray and possibly for some experimental work. Although there is no summary of the money owed by Automatic Telegraph, the Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Co. Executive
Committee minutes indicate that on 29 May 1875 the company agreed
to pay Edison and Murray $23,068.17 due for the manufacture of automatic equipment, some of which was probably carried over from the
Automatic Telegraph Co. (Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Co. Executive
Committee Minutes, 1873-78, p. 97; see pp. 65, 88, and 92 regarding
earlier payments by Atlantic and Pacific of money due Edison and Murray from Automatic Telegraph). An account of the Domestic Telegraph
Co. is found in 75-013, DF (TAEM 13:512).
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Notebook Entry:
Autographic Printing

[Newark,] July 2Oth 1875
Copying Experiments
Have had a pen for pricking made to run with clockwork
but found it no good so so had one made to run by electric
Engine & it was finished today.1
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Fig i

proceeded to night to try it, it worked well but tm pricke[d]a
too slow the cam that moved the needle was made in this
way Xb With wri[-]ting slow we got along well but started
Wurth2 making a new cam like this T which he finished &
then we went to work to get the press right for working We
found that if We cov[ered?]a the roller of press with cloth saturated with ink & rolled it over the copy it worked very good,
also fastened the eep letter round the cloth covered roller,
worked well, also laying a flat piec[e of? -]a saturated cloth [on
the?]3 [
]c the letter over it then [takJJing3 a copy [with?]3
the roller running over [it?]3 was good. Also in the common
copying press it worked we[ll?]a most any way. After this we
foun[d it?]3 wanted very little pressure & then a[nother?]3 new
idea dawned on us to take a s[mall?]3 printers roller with
handle on it & cover [it with?]3 saturated cloth we also took
a book & [—]a the cover out large enough to take a shee[t?]a
of foolscap we then pasted our letter on the inside of cover,d
shut up the book & rolled the rolle[r?]a on the outside This
was a perfect success & sample i. was struck off this way with
100 others like it.3
We tried all the other anilines with Glycerine Olive oil, Molasses, some pretty fair as original,6 but not so good Printers
ink & oil no good.
We tried to write letter on parchment but the ink went right
through it seems to combine.
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Started Wurth on new [pen?]3 to be made direct acting
thus4 getting more po[-]wer like drawing, the barrel als[o?]a to
be shorter so that [the?]3 pen will be easier to ha[ndle?]3

We propose to make ou[r?]3 press etc to consist of a cabinet
with iron frame attached, to paste the letter to, the cabinet to
have a cloth top.
A rubbing roller with handle
i Bottle (pint) of ink.
i Camel hair brush & porcelain boat the last three to go
inside of cabinet.
i Cell of Grenet battery
i Pen & co[n]ne[ction?]a

I[

]a

Thos. [A Edis]ona
Jas. A[d]ams3

Edison's electric-pen design
of 18 July 1875.

Ch[as.]a Batche[lor]3
Saml Edison (12 hr. each./

X, NjWOE, Lab., Cat. 1181:255 (TAEM 3:154). Written by Batchelor.
a
Document damaged. b"X" interlined above. cDocument damaged; several words missing. d"of cover," interlined above. c"as original," interlined above. Marginalia written by Batchelor; underlined twice.
1. In a separate notebook, Batchelor later made the accompanying
drawing and labeled it "Edison's Pen July 18 1875 for Autographic
Press." Cat. 1307:3, Lab. (TAEM 90:603).
2. Charles Nicholaus Wurth (1841-1921) was a Swiss machinist who
came to the United States in 1869 as a toolmaker for the Singer Sewing
Machine Co. in Elizabeth, NJ. He began working for Edison in November 1870 as a machinist. He left Edison's employ in September 1872 to
return to Switzerland, at which time Edison wrote a letter of recommendation stating that Wurth had been in "charge of one of the floors our
our manufactory for the past year, and has given satisfaction, we can
recommend him as a steady and ingenious man" (letter of recommendation written by Edison on behalf of Edison and Unger, 21 Sept. 1872,
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Item 1-9, Box i, EP&RI). Wurth came back to work for Edison in November 1873 and continued to work for him intermittently until 1910.
"Wurth, Charles" Pioneers Bio.
3. Pasted on the facing page and labeled "Sampl i" is an electric-pen
copy of some of the opening lines of Shakespeare's Richard III:
Now is the winter of our discontent made glorious summer by this
son of york and all the clouds that lowered upon our house are in
the deep bosom of the Ocean buried grim visaged war has
smoothed his wrinkled front but now instead of mounting barbed
[Cat. 1181:254, Lab. (TAEM 3:154)]

Another electric-pen design,
from 6 Augus t1875.

4. The accompanying drawing, labeled "Copying pen," went to John
Ott on 6 August 1875. Cat. 30,100, Scraps. (TAEM) Supp. III).
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[Newark, July 26, 1875*]
Mr[-] Gould
I have sent the following letter to A B Chandler Secy A&P
Tela
If your board will act favorably upon this I propose to obtain
300 subscribers in NYork and Chicago who will pay me 3 per
month (a number have expressed willingness to do so) for the
privilege of sending 100 words Nigh Postal Telegrams for 50
cents.2
Telegrams for St Louis Milwaukee etc to be put in early
mail at Chicago, and those from Chicago to Boston Phila
Balto & Washn to be put in early mail here.
I propose to haveb an in expensive anb office at NY Buffalo
& Chicago—whe and to work k the linec with my own machinery and appliances, and I think i^w you wont have to wait
until your grey headed to see what can be done with a telegraph managed even on a small scale
If the A.&.P do not wish to let me have this wire, an experiment of great moment to considerable valuedto telegraphy
will The business which I would transmit would be created
and entirely different from ordinary telegraphing & hurt neither the A&P or the W Union. I have apparatus by which I
can work direct between NY & Chicago. You may think it
strange that I have not placed a Repeater by which long circuits could be worked and the one wire Roman letter printing
Telegraph upon the A.&.P wires.3 The reason is that what
they have got is not handled to make it of extraordinary use.
The business is and always was badly delayed and the merchants have been bit too many times to patronize the line
greatly & thus increase its business.401 have worked night and
day for many months I have done all I could to reduce this

Draft to Jay Gould
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